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ABSTRACT

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of those diseases which shows greater impact on public health. It causes serious infections inside the human body, if it is present in the active state. Its treatment is available in the form of vaccines, drugs etc. It is caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This bacterium has the tendency to become drug-resistant by its characteristic mechanism. For better treatment on this disease, we need to collect and analyse data properly during the drug designing. Currently, many databases like Mycobacterial Database, TB Database, Tuberculist, TBrowse etc are available which helps the researcher in collecting the required data. These databases play a major role in a successful research. CADD (computer aided drug design) has been utilized in creating, modifying, analysing or optimizing a design. This software is used to raise the production of designer, improve quality design, enhance communications through documenting and for the creation of a database to manufacture. By using CADD researchers can know about the drug molecule which have potential with the help of databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the deadliest diseases present on the earth. It is caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The primary target of this bacterium is lungs. It can also affect other organs like brain, liver, bones, intestines, lymph nodes and urinary or genital system [1]. This disease can be cured or treated.

According to WHO’s facts, worldwide approximately 10 million people got affected by TB in 2018 (5.7 were men, 3.2 were women and rest were children). Out of these 10 million people, it was estimated that 1.5 million died due to the illness. Mycobacterium tuberculosis can remain in latent phase for a longer period of time. The bacterium gets activated due to many factors like physiological changes, immune response, malnutrition, occurrence of other disease (HIV-AIDS) etc. In order to prevent this disease, vaccination is one of the most effective way. For example, BCG (Bacillus Calmette Guerin) vaccine is a live-attenuated vaccine which contains the weak form of the bacteria. It is usually given to infants to have better efficacy. According to various trials, it is observed that BCG vaccine is only 60-80% effective and the effect lasts for 10-15 years only as it does not stimulate the immune system (T-cells) effectively [2].

Earlier, TB vaccines can be divided into two major categories- therapeutic vaccine (used to treat TB) and preventive vaccine (used to prevent TB). But currently, there are four types of TB vaccines available which are developed by using advanced technology. Those are:
• Immunotherapeutic vaccine
• Immunopreventive vaccine
• Prime-boosting vaccine
• Priming vaccine

Many drugs are also commercially available for the treatment of tuberculosis. There are certain drugs which act as antibacterial and some of them act as antibiotic. Rifampicin, 3-formyl Rifamycin, isoniazid, clofazimine are some of the drugs for tuberculosis which shows antibacterial properties and route of delivery is oral. Amikacin and ofloxacin are some of the antibiotic drugs in which former is taken intravenously and the later one is taken orally. These are the drugs taken against tuberculosis and these all drugs are recommended by WHO (World health organization). The bacterium gets resistant to these all drugs which mentioned above and can hinder the treatment process. For survival mycobacterium tuberculosis requires various types of enzymes. There is also an urgent need to find the solution to cure drug-resistant TB. There are also certain enzymes required for the growth of mycobacterium tuberculosis. to study the tuberculosis disease in depth and to find the better solution of curing it we need to focus on both dry as well as wet lab[3]. There are various databases which can help the researcher in collecting and analysing the data systematically. The main aim of this study is to focus on the different type of databases which one can use during their research on study about tuberculosis [4-5].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

There are certain databases for tuberculosis which are extremely helpful in interpreting and presenting the data i.e. raw data into information. Primary function of databases is to manage the system by using software tools that help in organizing data in databases. As we are aware of the fact that 300000 compounds were tested against mycobacterium tuberculosis in lab alone, so several compounds were examined one by one. As several data occurred for different aspect of TB research. Following are the databases:

1. BioHealthBase:

It uses notes annotations subsystem technology for around 1,850 of the 2000 full and complete bacterial genomes as well as for mycobacterial tuberculosis and this system is rapid [6]. This is one of the social database and resources of bioinformatics to analyse specific biodefense and public health toxins like Flu virus, mycobacterium, microsporidia. It provides as a detailed fully integrated data storage facility which is taken from public databases and those data are extracted from various computational algorithm and that information taken from scientific literature are curated. The main aim of this database is to provide chemotherapeutics, diagnostics tools, and vaccinations via incorporating all the information on host-pathogen interactions, allowing researchers to understand the concept of toxicity, virulence factors, genomes and protein annotations are seen using either by formatted text or graphically using genome browser. 3D form visualization has the capability to check the proteins with essential structural and functional features (Fig.1). BioHealthBase has prepared biological pathways at the molecular level that represent host-pathogen interactions with the reactome database and influenza virus. [7]
CDD TB:

It is a software designed for small molecular compound libraries analysed towards mycobacterium tuberculosis (Fig 2). CDD have combined around 15 public databases on mycobacterium tuberculosis particular datasets that shows 300000 compounds which is originated from patent, literature, journals, etc [8]. it also has the facilities of storing and sharing data which are private. CDD database is helpful in finding similar compounds and molecular properties to known mycobacterium tuberculosis drugs, and to build unique computational machine learning and pharmacophore models for the identification of potential inhibitors [9-10].

GenoMycDB:

It is used for large scale comparative analysis for mycobacterial genomes which are completely sequenced. It helps in genome structure analysis and for classifying it. This database also prepared for the purpose of designing, incorporating and analysing
information’s produced by wide-scale sequencing programmes of mycobacterial genomes present for tuberculosis bases on their protein content which may be predicted (Fig 3). This database inculcated the parameters which are similar with computated form of every aligned pair, which is permitted for every protein sequence the predicted subcellular localization, orthologous groups which are assigned with clusters, features of the particular gene and related to several databases which are useful. [11]

4. **TBrowse:**

It is an integration type of analysis of TB genome, and is an open source for initiating drug discovery [12]. It also provides an Html browser for RNA-seq data. Tbrowse also known as module whose purpose is to facilitate the visualization of JSON files through a web browser, by using a web server. This application gives access to user for visualize sequence coverage, gene models, and splices as well as to count transcript abundance regions of interest. Tbrowse also provides a basic information about genome size and gene density etc. Detailed information on individual genes can be obtained by using TB database. Various targets can be downloaded which shows the data sequence, genes, and other genome data by TB database.

5. **Database for TDR targets:**

The TDR targets database can be accessed with the help of the following URL link ([http://tdrtargets.org](http://tdrtargets.org)). This database has brought together the genome sequencing and functional genomics project together. The main aspect of TDR target databases is to assess the target drug ability computationally and integrating large scale screening data in which raw data is manually curated and allow the assembling of candidate target to pursue [13].

6. **Tuberculist:**
It is one of the first databases for TB researchers (Fig 4). It gives DNAs complete dataset and sequence of proteins which is derived from MtbH37Rv, associated to annotation and function of assignments [14].

Fig 4 - Represents TuberculList.

7. **TBDB:**

This offer genome and DNA data of an organism (for 28 genomes which are annotated) and tools that includes thousands of microarray datasets from Mtb-infected in vitro experiments and tissues. Here scholar can submit their data before publishing their paper, in which they browse for gene detail, genome visualization is performed and comparative analysis were done by using genome map methods, namely genomes and synteny map or operon map browser [15].
Fig- Represents TBDB.

8. **WebTB.org:**

The TB structural genomics group offers this database. It mainly contains tools so that we can try to find out and go through the TB genomes in addition to summary pages for all recognized TB proteins, the MTBreg databases of proteins generally upregulated or downregulated in TB, around 100 targets which persists long in TB and various tools [16-18].

Various studies on tuberculosis have been performed and gathered many useful informations for successful preventive and therapeutic aspects of the disease [19-28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Web Resource name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Website/paper link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>TBrowse</td>
<td>General purpose browsing mechanism for table-oriented data</td>
<td><a href="https://www.itlnet.net/programming/program/Reference/c53g01c/ng15a315.html">https://www.itlnet.net/programming/program/Reference/c53g01c/ng15a315.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>TDR</td>
<td>Rapid identification and prioritization of molecular targets for drug</td>
<td><a href="https://tdrtargets.org/">https://tdrtargets.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. CONCLUSION:
In the present study, it mainly focuses on the different types of databases used in case of tuberculosis research work. As tuberculosis is one of the deadliest diseases on the earth which requires urgent action so that it can be cured properly. So, with the help of these databases we come to know about gene information, enzymes involved in tuberculosis metabolic activities. With the help of these databases the scientists can screen and study about drug molecules which are having potentiocity to treat tuberculosis. In this work, we have noticed certain antibacterial drugs and antibiotic drugs which is useful in resistant against mycobacterial tuberculosis. Compounds present for tuberculosis are in huge number which cannot be studied manually so for that we need certain databases. Author sincerely hope that this work will be beneficial for those scholars who are working in antibacterial field and drug resistant tuberculosis.
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